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Summary: The paper describes the comparatively new field of modality theory as trying
to establish a principled scientific basis for solving the following information-mapping
problem in human-computer interaction or usability engineering: Given any particular
class of task domain information which needs to be exchanged between user and system
during task performance, identify the set of input/output modalities which constitute an
optimal solution to the representation and exchange of that information. A research
agenda for modality theory is presented together with first steps towards its
implementation.

1. Introduction
Contemporary designers of interactive human-computer interfaces have the opportunity
of being able to use a rapidly increasing number of different, and sometimes alternative,
input/output modalities for the expression and exchange of information between
computer systems and their users. The interface designer's task can be described
roughly as follows: (1) Identify the information to be exchanged between user and
system from an analysis of the task domain of the artifact to be built; (2) know your
inventory of input/output modalities; (3) perform an optimal match in terms of
functionality, usability, naturalness, efficiency, etc. between the task domain information
and the available input/output modalities; and (4) design, implement and test the
artifact. Today's interface designers have become highly skilled at performing these
steps (non-sequentially, of course) using graphical user interfaces (GUIs) in
combination with keyboard and mouse. However, we are still far from having solid
scientific theory that may explain and evaluate current design practices even in the
limited area of GUI/task domain information-mapping. Interactive interfaces
increasingly incorporate spoken and written natural language, sound, touch, gesture and
so on, in addition to new forms of graphical expression. The term Modality Theory
seems apt for characterising attempts to theoretically address the corresponding
information-mapping problem in its general form, i.e.:
Given any particular class of task domain information which needs to be
exchanged between user and system during task performance, identify the
set of input/output modalities which constitute an optimal solution to the
representation and exchange of that information.
This mapping problem is a human-computer interaction or cognitive engineering
problem rather than a software engineering problem. In the context of the ESPRIT
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Basic Research project GRACE, the following research agenda for modality theory is
being pursued:
1. To establish sound conceptual and taxonomic foundations for describing and
analysing any particular type of unimodal or multimodal output representation
relevant to human-computer interaction (HCI);
2. to create a conceptual framework for describing and analysing interactive computer
interfaces;
3. to develop a practical methodology for applying the results of steps (1) and (2) above
to the problem of information-mapping between work/task domains and humancomputer interfaces in information systems design.
An ultimate objective is to use results in building computerised design tools for the
support of interface usability engineering. Below follows a description of the three
items on the proposed research agenda for modality theory with references to work in
progress.

2. Concepts and Taxonomy of Output Modalities
The first item on the research agenda is to build a conceptually well-founded taxonomy
of output modalities. There will be literally thousands of potentially useful modalities
and combinations of modalities available to interface designers in the future. So the
problem appears to be one of handling complexity on the basis of well-analysed
elements. At least it seems difficult to envision any other viable approach. The hope is
that once we have identified the elements and their basic properties we will be able to
claim that, given any conceivable multimodal representation of information, we will
have the apparatus required for analysing it. The question therefore becomes: what are
the elements and what are their basic properties?
Table 1. The full set of permutations on the taxonomy. The 9 labelled columns represent the properties
of analogueness and arbitrariness and their opposites, static and dynamic, and graphics, sound and
touch. The 12 rows in dark shading are necessarily empty, except for the problem of touch. Rows a-f
are empty because analogue representations cannot be arbitrary. Rows h-j, n-o and t-u are empty
because of the dynamic character of sound and touch representations (see text, however). The table
shows how the remaining 12 rows contain all the (21) pure generic modalities. / between two
numbered modalities indicates that the difference between them is based on prototypes. Numbered
modalities in boldface are linguistic modalities.
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1 = Spoken language.
2 = Written language.
3 = Real sound.
4 = Arbitrary sound.
5 = Diagram pictures.
6 = Non-diagram pictures.
7 = Arbitrary diagrams.
8 = Animated diagram pictures.
9 = Dynamic pictures.
10 = Animated arbitrary diagrams.
11a = Static graphs.
11b = Dynamic graphs.
12 = Real touch.
13 = Arbitrary touch.
14 = Touch language.
15 = Analogue spoken language (onomatopoetica).
16 = Analogue written language (hieroglyphs).
17 = Dynamic written natural language.
18 = Diagrammatic sound.
19 = Diagrammatic touch.
20 = Analogue touch language.

In a first cut at this problem, we have identified a limited number (21 in fact) of pure
generic modalities drawn from three different media of expression. Table 1 shows the
taxonomy of pure generic modalities drawn from (Bernsen 1993a). The duplication of
touch modalities in the table reflects a so far unsolved problem about the
static/dynamic character of touch. Purity means that we are dealing with unimodal in
contrast to multimodal modalities in order to prepare the handling of multimodal
complexity on the basis of a limited number of elements. Genericity means that each of
these modalities have a number of different (unimodal) types subsumed under it.
Spoken language, for instance, is one such generic modality which has well-known
types such as spoken letters, words, numerals, other spoken language related sounds,
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text or lists. A medium of expression is a set of perceptual qualities and the
corresponding sensory equipment needed for perceiving them, such as, e.g., the set of
visual and graphical qualities/vision. What is interesting about this approach is that we
seem to arrive at a reasonably exclusive and exhaustive taxonomy of pure generic
modalities when we characterise each of our 21 pure generic modalities as either
possessing or not possessing each of a small number of basic properties. The result is
the following working definition of a pure generic modality: A pure generic modality is
characterised by a specific medium of expression and what may be termed a profile
constituted by its characteristics as selected from the following list of binary opposites:
analogue/non-analogue, arbitrary/non-arbitrary, static/dynamic, linguistic/non-linguistic.
This working definition may be extensible to modalities in general (John Lee, personal
communication). The hypothesis is that we may have gone a long way towards
completing Agenda Item 1 of modality theory when we have provided an in-depth
analysis of those basic properties. Such an analysis would show, e.g., what the medium
of graphics/vision can contribute to the expression of information. First steps towards
basic property analysis have been taken in (Bernsen 1993b).
There is more work to do, however. We still have to descend to the level of (unimodal)
generic modality types to analyse the information representation capabilities of types.
As illustrated above, there are many different types subsumed under each generic
modality and it might seem that the problem space is about to explode after all, which
we want to avoid at all cost. Another interesting point, therefore, is that there seems to
be a surprising amount of regularity among the one hundred or more individual types
subsumed under the entire set of pure generic modalities. Lists, or icons, for instance,
can be found under virtually every pure generic modality. I call such recurring
phenomena modality structures (Bernsen 1993a). The hypothesis is that the types
under each generic modality can be divided neatly into (1) one atom which is a typical
or representative type-instance of the individual types subsumed under that generic
modality, and (2) recurring modality structures. In other words, if we analyse the basic
properties of pure generic modalities, the atomic types of pure generic modalities and
the set of modality structures, we may have exhausted the first Agenda Item of
modality theory. What remains is to be able to derive the properties of multimodal
representations composed of these elements (May 1993a,b,c,d).

3. Analysing Interaction
Human-computer interfaces not only consist of individual output representations such
as lines of text. They also consist of groupings and series of output representations such
as entire graphical screens and series of such confronting the user during task
performance (Hovy & Arens 1990). In addition, interactive interfaces also involve input
modalities some of which, such as the mouse or (for the time being) gesture, only exist
as input modalities and not also as output modalities. To implement Item 2 on the
research agenda of modality theory, therefore, we need conceptual and taxonomic work
on groupings and series of output representations, on input representations and on
relevant aspects of interactive tasks performed on computers. Addressing these issues
will form part of our work during the second year of GRACE.
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4. The Information Mapping Problem
Agenda Items 1 and 2 of modality theory constitute contributions from basic science to
HCI and in particular to the usability engineering of interactive human-computer
interfaces. These contributions need to be packaged in such a way that they can be
applied in and integrated into early interface design practice. A rough description of the
interface designer's task was provided in the Introduction above. The question now is
how the theoretical contributions of modality theory can be practically applied through
mapping task domain information into optimal interface modalities. The main problem,
once again, is one of handling complexity. Information systems and their interfaces are
being designed for a multitude of widely different real life task domains and each
artifact normally allows the user to perform many different tasks using it. There is no
way that this complexity can be fully anticipated by theory. What we need is an
operational method for performing information-mapping between task domain
information and interface modalities. We have begun to specify such a method and test
it on simple cases (Bernsen & Bertels 1993). The methodology proceeds in five steps.
In Step 1 the goal is to identify the information to be exchanged by user and system
during task performance in the selected application domain. Often, a central part of the
information needed for solving an information-mapping problem is information on
users' tasks (but sometimes part of the information-mapping problem can be solved
even earlier in the design process). Since we cannot examine in depth each and every
possible task involving the artifact to be designed, it is necessary to be selective as to
the tasks considered. The ideal way to be selective is to identify a limited set of
representative tasks or scenarios to be performed by using the intended artifact and
carry out the information-mapping analysis on these. The problem is that no guaranteed
method for generating an appropriate set of scenarios currently exists in HCI or
usability engineering. One proposed method (Carroll et al. 1992) is to weak for our
purposes and we are currently testing an alternative method (Klausen & Bernsen 1993).
Let us simply assume that the best current methods or heuristics are being applied for
the purpose of identifying representative tasks. The result of Step 1 is a small set of
representative tasks which users should be able to carry out using the intended artifact.
This result constitutes an operationalisation of the information-mapping task.
In Step 2 the representative tasks are individually analysed in as much detail as possible
in order to identify their goals and initial states, the activities and procedures involved,
the task (work) environment, the intended users and their experience, etc. The analysis
should primarily aim at revealing the input/output information representation needs of
the tasks. However, there is no need to explicitly represent all the information gathered
in this Step. Step 2 is closely related to Step 3:
In Step 3 the information relevant to information-mapping and acquired through Step 2
is represented explicitly and succinctly, for instance using the DSD (Design Space
Development) notation for representing developing design space structure (Bernsen
1993c,d). In principle, this representation should contain everything which is relevant to
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the input/output modality choices to be subsequently made. The conceptual apparatus
and terminology used in the representation should be the same as the one described in
Step 4 below. Step 3 serves the purpose of making explicit the requirements for
interactive information to be satisfied by the interface to the intended artifact. Step 3
thus concludes the first main phase of the methodology.
In Step 4 we consider and apply the theoretically developed framework for representing
the components of interactive unimodal or multimodal interfaces, i.e., the results of
research on Agenda Items 1 and 2 of modality theory. The framework should
eventually contain the elements and properties needed for analysing any specific type of
unimodal or multimodal input or output representation. We then perform the mapping
of the results of Step 3 into the elements and properties of Step 4. The result will be
sets of possible input/output modalities and modality combinations which might be
capable of representing the information needed for the representative tasks. It is likely
that the mapping will produce a number of alternative solutions which subsequently
have to be judged and compared to identify the optimal set of input/output modalities
for the representative tasks.
In Step 5 a 'higher level filtering' is performed in order to trade off potential solutions
against one another given the results of Steps (1) to (4) above. The result of Step 5 is a
solution to the task domain/interface mapping problem. In some cases, several solutions
can be expected to come out of the trade-off process with identical evaluations from a
usability engineering point of view.
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